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Synopsis
ihMT is a promising approach for myelin imaging due to its speci�city to substances with non-zero dipolar order. However, tissue model

quanti�cation requires high resolution acquisitions in excess of twenty minutes in length and so necessitates the use of motion

correction methods to prevent artefacts. In this work we combine our recent MT-mediated MRF sequence with the DISORDER

retrospective motion correction method. This new framework can acquire and reconstruct high resolution motion-compensated 3D time-

resolved data from �ngerprinting sequences. Semi-quantitative MT and ihMT ratio maps as well as quantitative maps of tissue

parameters can be obtained from the resulting images.

Introduction
Inhomogeneous magnetization transfer (ihMT) contrast is sensitive to myelin  and, as we have previously shown, can be generated e�ciently

using multiband RF pulses either in a steady-state  or cyclic-state  framework. In the example shown in Figure 1, the sequence alternates

between RF pulses with 1, 2 and 3 bands, constructed such that the on-resonance �ip angle never changes . Tissues with no signi�cant MT or

ihMT e�ect give constant signal throughout but MT-mediated time-varying signal �uctuations are generated in most brain tissues. When

combined with randomized encoding, these time-varying signals are akin to an MRF sequence, and resulting data can be reconstructed using

the low-rank inversion (LRI) approach proposed by Assländer et al.

However, 3D brain volume acquisitions using these methods can exceed a duration of twenty minutes, so motion correction techniques are

required to prevent imaging artefacts. Cordero-Grande et al. proposed a motion estimation method whereby partial k-space information

provided by receiver coils is used to estimate the position of an imaged object during multi-shot acquisitions . This was subsequently combined

with randomized-chequered Cartesian trajectories to boost motion resolvability in the so-called DISORDER method . In this work we show that

LRI MRF reconstruction and the Cartesian DISORDER motion estimation/compensation framework can be combined for motion-tolerant and

well-conditioned reconstructions for our MT-MRF sequence.

Methods
Although joint motion estimation and LRI is conceptually possible, we have observed that for our application it is more e�cient to split these

subproblems. Motion estimation can be accomplished as in conventional DISORDER. Then, motion corrected MT-MRF datasets can be

reconstructed by incorporating a low-rank representation of a dictionary of signal evolutions U  (computed via SVD and shu�ed to match

k-space collection ordering) and motion operators T  (from estimated parameters θ) into a conjugate-gradient sensitivity encoding

reconstruction:

x are singular values of a low-rank approximation to the temporal signal evolution in each voxel, S are coil sensitivities, F represents a discrete

Fourier transform and y is measured k-space data.

Experiments were conducted on a 1.5T Philips Ingenia MR system using a bSSFP sequence with parameters: repetition time = 5.3ms, �ip angle =

29.5˚, pulse duration = 2ms, o�-resonance frequency = 8.1kHz and root-mean-square B  = 4μT.

Three phantoms were scanned with FOV = 182×364×240mm (Cartesian sampling): MnCl -doped water (0.05mM concentration; no MT e�ect),

bovine serum albumin (BSA; MT but no ihMT e�ect) and prolipid 161 (PL161; strong ihMT e�ect), resulting in a scan time of 13.5 minutes (5

fully-encoded volumes). Figure 2 illustrates sampling order of the phase-encoding plane.

A healthy adult male volunteer (aged 24) was scanned using the same acquisition scheme as for the phantom experiment but FOV =

200×400×364mm and scan time was ~40 minutes (16 fully-encoded volumes) for a 2mm isotropic resolution to improve SNR. 1200 time-points

were reconstructed (Figure 1), making our method highly undersampled. One motion estimate was obtained approximately every twenty

seconds - su�cient for the involuntary motion considered here. Equation 1 was used to reconstruct all datasets before time domain volumes at

t , t  and t  were combined to produce MT ratio (MTR) and ihMT ratio (ihMTR) maps. Since the signals display temporal evolution, quanti�cation

of tissue parameters can be achieved using dictionary �tting. However, the ihMT signal model has nine free parameters that cannot all be

estimated so, similar to other studies , we use a constrained �t but for estimation of free pool T , semisolid fraction f and dipolar T .

Results
Figure 3 summarizes results from a phantom experiment. MT e�ects only exist in BSA and PL161, while only PL161 provides a non-negligible

ihMTR of ~20%.

Using DISORDER, estimates of translational and rotational motion can be obtained from the data, prior to LRI and then integrated into the

reconstruction. Figure 4 shows equivalent traces alongside semi-quantitative metrics reconstructed with and without motion correction.

Corresponding results from a constrained in vivo dictionary �t are in Figure 5. Though MTR and f are less a�ected, ihMTR and dipolar estimates

are heavily artefacted before correction.
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Discussion
Figure 3 demonstrates the e�ectiveness of our proposed framework since reconstructed signals show excellent agreement with results from a

matched non-phase-encoded phantom experiment.

Figure 4 illustrates that retrospective motion estimation is successful for our in vivo dataset. Resultant ratio maps concur with the literature and

previous simulations : WM ihMTR~5-6%. The in vivo acquisition length was not optimal but ensured su�cient data was acquired. We expect

scan time can be reduced to <30 minutes without signi�cantly degrading image quality.

The reconstruction resolves temporal modulation of the signal, so it can be used for quantitative estimation as well as semi-quantitative MTR

and ihMTR measurement. Cramér-Rao lower bound calculations indicated that 3-4 parameters can be simultaneously estimated using our

current sequence. Since remaining parameters are �xed, bias may exist though �tted values largely agree with the literature: T  is highest at

6.44±0.22ms in corticospinal tracts  but 2.79±0.12ms in GM, whereas f is highest at 0.111±0.006 in the corpus callosum  but 0.056±0.003 in

GM.

Conclusion
We have presented a general method for transient �ngerprinting-style scans in a motion corrected Cartesian framework. Further to the MT-

based sequence shown here, this may prove a useful technique for high resolution MRF experiments using 3D acquisitions.
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Figure 1: MT-MRF sequence structure. Top: Pulse alternation strategy and simulated tissue curves. Bottom: 1-band (1B), 2-band (2B) and 3-band

(3B) pulses have identical on-resonance lobes (with power α) and are integrated into a balanced steady-state free precession (bSSFP) sequence

module as shown (for multiband pulses only). The constant on-resonance �ip angle means that "no MT" tissues give constant signal but signals

from other tissues are strongly mediated by MT. MTR is calculated by comparing points t  and t , whilst ihMTR is calculated from points t  and t

normalized to t .

Figure 2: DISORDER k-space trajectory used in the phantom experiment. Each repetition comprises one pulse followed by a readout module

where a single line of k-space is acquired. The phase-encoding plane was divided into 8-by-8 tiles (represented by grid lines); a pseudo-random

k-space ordering was achieved by randomly sampling one position within each tile before moving to the next, proceeding in a zig-zag manner

until all points were sampled. Distributed and randomized coverage of k-space enables motion estimation in �exible time windows and LRI

respectively.

Figure 3: DISORDER phantom results. Top: Reconstructed images from one slice, shown for four di�erent timepoints along the pulse cycle.

Middle: MTR and ihMTR maps for the same slice produced using the above time domain images. Bottom: Reconstructed MT-MRF signal

evolutions for a central region in each tube; excellent agreement is seen with respect to results from a corresponding non-phase-encoded (NPE)

phantom experiment.
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Figure 4: Top: Estimated motion traces during the in vivo acquisition. Results are from a compliant volunteer who was instructed not to move

during the acquisition. "Tra" refers to transversal motion and "Rot" refers to rotation; "LR" indicates the left-right direction, "AP" is anterior-

posterior, and "FH" is foot-head. Bottom: Example in vivo contrast ratio maps with and without motion correction from a central axial slice and

reconstructed using the �rst eight singular components. MTR shows strong grey matter (GM)-white matter (WM) contrast and ihMTR is more

correlated to WM.

Figure 5: Dictionary �ts to in vivo data with and without motion correction. Motion artefacts are signi�cantly reduced for the former, enabling

quanti�cation of T . The lower contrast-to-noise ratio of ihMT compared to MT means quanti�cation of dipolar parameters is hindered prior

to correction. GM-WM contrast appears enhanced for T  versus f and highly myelinated structures become more discernible. Semisolid

relaxation times were �xed at T  = 0.2s and T  = 7.5μs; free pool T  at T  = 69ms; exchange rate at K = 50s  and main magnetic �eld induced

phase at ΔB  = 0 .
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